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Gurevich Fine Art 

"Beautiful Art"

Opened in 2006, Gurevich Fine Art is a fabulous place for art

connoisseurs. Divided into four different spaces, this beautiful gallery

showcases stunning contemporary and fine artworks from reputed as well

as emerging artists from all across the globe. Besides permanent exhibits,

they also highlight the works of valuable art estates. This esteemed

gallery also offers consultation, framing and appraisal services if required.

Some of the popular artists represented by the gallery are Marie Doris

Valois, Kae Sasaki, Robert Bruce and Eva Stubbs.

 +1 204 488 0662  www.gurevichfineart.com/  info@gurevichfineart.com  200-62 Albert Street,

Winnipeg MB
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Warehouse Artworks 

"Fascinating Artworks"

Established in 1979, Warehouse Artworks is among the esteemed art

galleries in town. Showcasing Canadian and local artists, the gallery has

displays of contemporary works, abstracts, paintings and photographs

fascinating. They are also known for their customized picture framing. Get

your artwork framed in innovative ways that will add to the beauty of your

prized possession.

 +1 204 943 1681  warehouse.artworks@gmail.com  222 McDermot Avenue, Winnipeg MB
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aceartinc. 

"Eccentric Art"

If you are the art types then it would be a wise decision to head to

aceartinc. Exhibitions here include a variety of artwork like photography,

installations and more being showcased. Some artists have their premier

show at this famed gallery. The dissemination of social awareness also

finds a great platform through aceartinc. Tickets or seats for events here

are hard to come by, so book in advance to avoid disappointment.

 +1 204 944 9763  www.aceart.org/  gallery@aceart.org  290 McDermot Avenue, 2nd

Floor, Winnipeg MB
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Urban Shaman Contemporary

Aboriginal Art 

"Indigenous Artworks"

If you are fascinated by aboriginal art, then Urban Shaman Contemporary

Aboriginal Art will surely pique your interest. This wonderful gallery is a

fabulous platform for established and upcoming First Nations artists.

Opened in 1996, this gallery which is predominantly done up in white

features huge columns that add a unique character to the exhibition

space. Admire the paintings, photography and still life displayed here that

give an insight to the Aboriginal Canadian community. Besides

exhibitions, they also regularly host workshops for budding artists.
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 +1 204 942 2674  www.urbanshaman.org/  info@urbanshaman.org  203-290 McDermot Avenue,

Winnipeg MB
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Plug In Institute of Contemporary

Art 

"Modern Progressive Art"

Plug In Institute of Contemporary Art, in operation since 1973, has

dedicated itself the expressions of progressive art, including the work of

gay and lesbian artists. Although there are some excellent exhibits of fine

art, popular art exhibits are not left out. The gallery caters largely to up-

and-comers in various artistic disciplines and the purpose of this group is

to further cultural expression. The gallery building is located in the historic

Exchange District, so take in some history with the art.

 +1 204 942 1043  www.plugin.org/  info@plugin.org  460 Portage Avenue, Unit 1,

Winnipeg MB
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The Winnipeg Art Gallery 

"An Art Lover's Delight"

The Winnipeg Art Gallery is a great place to spend a whole day and watch

it slip by so beautifully, amidst contemporary and fine art, as well as

photographic and cultural delights. The special Inuit art collections

ranging over 60 years are an impressive display. This place not only

believes in preserving its local culture, but promotes and initiates art and

photography, with its classes and special guided tours for children and

adults alike. If that is not enough, the impressive architecture of the

building can charm your way into planning your wedding with its

cathedral architecture in the Eckhardt Hall or a perfect summer wedding

in its rooftop sculpture garden. This venue is a regular for corporate

events as well.

 +1 204 786 6641  wag.ca  inquiries@wag.ca  300 Memorial Boulevard,

Winnipeg MB
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